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Abstract

A Comparative Relationship Visualiser

Fredrik Mäkilä

Contained in this paper is Caries, a comparative relationship visualizer. The system
operates on tweets and attempts to find named entities and map the relationship
between them. 
The biggest contribution this system makes to the academic community is its unique
application area where it could be used as a form of recommendation system for
customers. It can also be used as a form of analysis tool for marketing experts 
to see what kind of named entities are being compared with each other on social
media. These marketing experts can then act on the information to benefit the
business. The paper shows that this system is viable, but there is still room for 
improvement. Several suggestions for future work is offered, which could likely
increase the performance of the system significantly. 
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Chapter 1

Introduction

When deciding which kind of products to purchase there are, perhaps now more
than ever, a wide range of choices to be made. Is this really the best product
that fills my need? What other products are out there that fulfil a similar role?
The decision between similar competing products are often the most di�cult
one, as it might not be apparent what sets them apart. To make an adequate
decision, people often turn to reviews. Reviews are a good way to get useful
information on products. More in-depth reviews often put the reviewed product
in relation to other similar products which enables the customer to make a more
informed decision. The down-side of reviews is that they are often written by
experts which might have economic incentives to rate a product higher which
than they otherwise would have. This is not always apparent which might cause
some people to trust expert reviews less than other kind of reviews.

Another more personal approach is to consult family and friends. They are
unlikely to have any personal stake in the products and can give good advice
on what kind of product that they think one should purchase. They are less
likely to be experts and more likely to talk from personal experience of a certain
product. In order for this to be an e�ective approach in decision-making it is
necessary for friends and family to have prior experience from the products in
question, or that they know someone who do. This is not always the case.

In order to get a much wider platform for making this kind of decisions one
can turn to social media sites and forum boards. Especially forum boards can
o�er very good insight into di�erent kind of products as. There are many forum
boards with a very knowledgeable user base as the forum board itself can be
dedicated to a specific topic. Social media sites such as Twitter has millions
of users and one can very likely find advice using this site. The problem is
that it is very di�cult to make a good overview of what is actually the most
superior product. The opinions of people will likely di�er and often contradict
each other. That is the kind of problem that the work proposed in this paper
tries to overcome.

Introduced in this paper is Caries, a visual recommendation and content
discovery system. The system is based on tweets and a list of keywords to
create relationship graphs. The nodes in the graph are entities while the edges
between nodes represents the relationship between entities. Popular products,
events and artists tend to be compared with other similar entities. By visualising
their relationship it is possible to identify products that are comparable and get
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an overview of what product is perceived as superior given a collection of tweets.
This can be useful for customers when making decisions on what to purchase.
It might also be used to recommend them similar entities which they might be
interested in. Assisting customers making informed decisions on what kind of
products to purchase is a primary motivator for the proposed system in this
paper. The system can also be used by marketing experts to find products that
are considered to be comparable and use that information to their advantage.
The following list represents the main tasks of the proposed system:

1. Identify named entities in tweets.

2. Identify from each tweet the existing keywords that can be used for de-
ciding the relationship between entities.

3. Calculate the relationship between entities and give the relationship a
relationship metric.

4. Draw the entities as nodes and the relationships as edges visually in an
interactive graphical user interface.

The thesis has the following composition:

Chapter 1 Provides a brief introduction to the problem area and consists of
background and motivation for proposed system.

Chapter 2 Related work in the area of Recommendation Systems, Comparison
Extraction and Identification, and Named Entity Recognition.

Chapter 3 Describes the method of the proposed system.

Chapter 4 Details on the implementation of the proposed system as well as
system evaluation.

Chapter 5 Conclusions and future work.

1.1 Background and Motivation
This section focuses on the background and primary motivators for the system
proposed in this thesis. The section also introduces some key aspects of the
system. In particular, Twitter and its unique terminology is introduced. The
section is intended to give an understanding of what kind of challenges this
system tries to solve.

1.2 Twitter
Twitter1 is a social network that in recent years has gained immense popularity.
The service has almost 550 million users and around 115 million of them are
active every month2. Each user has a time-line where the user can see messages
from other users, from whom the user is interested in receiving updates from.
The user notes interest by following a person and will henceforth receive all new

1
http://twitter.com

2
http://www.statisticbrain.com/twitter-statistics/
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updates on their time-line. Many celebrities and other well-known people have
Twitter accounts. As an example, some of most followed Twitter accounts are
Katy Perry, Justin Bieber and Taylor Swift3.

A distinct feature of Twitter is that messages (tweets) are limited to 140
characters. This is similar in length to SMS text messages. The short length
of a message allows for people to quickly express themselves. This results in
an enormous amount of tweets per day. Twitter recently hit an all-time high
of 143,199 tweets per second during a popular film airing in Japan and on a
typical day has around 5,700 tweets per second. That is almost 500 million
tweets per day4. The short length of a tweet is a challenge for some people who
want to express themselves in a more verbose way, as that often requires more
than 140 characters. To solve this, the language is often very informal with little
regard to proper capitalisation, punctuation or even grammar. Abbreviations
are abundant to keep the number of characters within the limit and certain tools
provided by Twitter is used to include URLs and images, without them using
up all of the character quota for a tweet.

News texts (as those found on major news outlets written by journalists)
and other formal documents often try to remain unbiased. Such limitations do
not exist on social media. This makes social media, and by extension, Twitter
interesting for marketing analysts. Opinionated texts on Twitter can contain
important information about consumer behaviour which can be utilised by mar-
keting experts. Texts from social media has been used frequently in the field of
Sentiment Analysis in recent years.

The main purpose of Sentiment Analysis is the automatic identification of
opinion in a piece of text. Information Extraction is another field where texts
from social media has been used extensively. A sub field of Information Ex-
traction is Named Entity Recognition, the process of finding known entities, for
example product names and people. The noisy text and short length of tweets
poise several problems. Several automatic tools has been developed for Sen-
timent Analysis and Named Entity Recognition that have proved to perform
well on formal texts. These, however, often perform poorly on tweets. A main
contributor to their poor performance on tweets are the irregular structure and
informal language found in most tweets.

When talking about tweets it is important to be familiar with some of the
terminology. This will be further explained in subsection 1.2.1. The general
structure of a tweet will be explained and each piece of terminology that is
important to understand when reading this thesis will be explained.

1.2.1 General structure of a tweet
Twitter has introduced a terminology for many of the features of a tweet. An
example of an actual tweet is provided as a platform for explanation:

RT @BieberIsMineO: His smile !! Omg he should win an award for that
#mtvhottest Justin Bieber http://t.co/3FVST8TIFZ

Retweet A retweet is denoted in a tweet by the character sequence RT. A
retweet is a way for users of Twitter to share someone else’s tweet. The

3
http://twittercounter.com/pages/100. Ranking per July 2016

4
https://blog.twitter.com/2013/new-tweets-per-second-record-and-how
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author of the original tweet gets notified whenever someone retweets their
tweet. The person doing the retweeting will have the text appear on their
timeline which will then be visible to all the people who are following that
user. The tweet will appear just as if the user had written it themselves,
with the exception of the text being preceded by the character sequence
RT.

User Name User names in tweets always starts with a @, an at sign, such as in
the case of the example tweet, @BieberIsMineO, where the user’s name is
BieberIsMineO. All Twitter accounts has an associated unique user name,
chosen upon registration to Twitter. Referring to another user is often
called a mention as the referred person gets notified whenever someone’s
mentions their name in a tweet.

Hash tag A hash tag is a way for users on Twitter to denote the topic of a
tweet. A hash tag always starts with a hash sign, #, followed by text.
Words considered to be part of the same hash tag cannot be separated
by any spaces. In the example above, #mtvhottest is a hash tag denoting
that this tweet is on the subject of MTV Hottest5. It is also very common
for users to express opinions or emotions in hash tags, an example of this
is #ThisIsGreat or #WorstDayEver. Using camelCase or PascalCase is
very common in hashtags to separate words.

URLs Tweets often contains links to other sources of information. When a user
shares a link through a tweet, a link shortening service is used by Twit-
ter. The URL of the link is generated, starting with http://t.co followed
by a unique identifier. An example of this can be seen in the example
sentence above, http://t.co/3FVST8TIFZ. The actual URL for the link in
the example tweet is pic.twitter.com/3FVST8TIFZ and leads to a picture.
The primary reason for Twitter for using the link shortening service is for
users to share content without being penalised by having the URL taking
up a large portion of the 140 character quota. All URLs generated by
the service are guaranteed to have a length of 22 characters, regardless of
URL length before shortening. The link shortening service also gathers
meta-data, such as how many people have followed a certain link. It also
provides some measure of security as each link submitted to the link short-
ening service is checked against a list of malicious websites6. If a match is
found, the content will be blocked.

Timeline The timeline displays a stream of tweets that the user has chosen
to follow on Twitter. These also include retweets of people the user is
following, even though the source of the tweet is from someone outside
the accounts the user is following. The timeline is the primary way for
reading content on Twitter and it is represented as a rolling list where
constantly new content is added to the top.

Follow To follow, or be a follower, is a term describing someone subscribing to
another user’s tweets. The follower will see all tweets made by that user

5
MTV Hottest is a music voting event where fans can vote for their favourite artists through

retweets http://www.mtv.co.uk/hottest

6
https://support.twitter.com//entries/109623
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and they will appear on the follower’s timeline. Having a large amount of
followers is often seen as an achievement and some famous users of twitter
has several million followers 7.

Hidden to users but available through the Twitter API there is additional
metadata with each tweet. Whenever a tweet is made, a timestamp, tweet
ID, geographical location, coordinates, place and language are all added as
metadata. Geographical location, coordinates, place and language are voluntary
metadata and many Twitter accounts do not provide this information. The
system proposed in this paper currently does not make use of any metadata in
its current iteration. The one exception is the language metadata as only English
tweets are of interest. For future work it would be interesting to analyse the
comparisons made in di�erent geographies and see if any conclusions could be
made.

1.2.2 Other social media
There are more social media sites than just Twitter. A choice had to be made at
the start of the project on what source of data would be most suitable. A brief
introduction to some of the biggest social media sites are here presented, along
with a motivation why Twitter was the social media site chosen. As these sites
are the biggest, they also produce the most content which make them interesting
from the point of view of social media analysts. The top five social media sites
are Facebook8, Twitter9, LinkedIn10, Sina Weibo11 and Tumblr12 [1].

Sina Weibo is the biggest microblogging site in China. Even though the
site has some international users, the user base is predominantly domestic and
the language used is thus mostly Chinese. As the work proposed in this paper
currently only uses English texts, the site was considered ill-suited as a data
source and was excluded for consideration.

Tumblr is a microblogging site that allows its users to post multimedia con-
tent and short texts. Most of the content on Tumblr consists of images which
are then shared among users in a similar way as retweets are shared. It is pos-
sible for users to posts texts and it is also possible to comment on content. As
the majority of the posts made only consists of pictures, it is di�cult to extract
useful textual information from posts.

Facebook and LinkedIn fall in the same category. Both Facebook and LinkedIn
encourage its users to use their real name when signing up. This is in contrast
to other social media sites where users can choose their screen name freely, of-
ten using di�erent kind of aliases. The main motivator for users to use their
real name when using these sites, is to be able to find and be found by family,
friends and colleagues and to make connections. Facebook is mainly used for
friends and family members to connect and to be able to share updates and
information. LinkedIn, on the other hand, is used for business professionals to

7
In July 2016, the top three accounts with the most followers are Katy Perry (90,363,209

followers), Justin Bieber (84,340,807 followers) and Taylor Swift (79,300,520 followers) http:

//twittercounter.com/pages/100

8
facebook.com

9
twitter.com

10
linkedin.com

11
weibo.com

12
tumblr.com
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grow their professional network by connecting with business associates and col-
leagues. The functionality of the two sites are otherwise very similar and sharing
of content is done in a similar way. Another common denominator is that the
content of the sites is often hidden for people outside their social network. This
makes extraction of content di�cult for the purpose of analysis.

Everything published on Twitter is public and can be seen whether you are
a follower or not of the publisher. Even a Twitter account is not a requirement
to be able to see posts from users. This makes tweets easily accessible. Twitter
provides a comprehensive Twitter API for extraction and querying of tweets.
The Twitter API will be covered in further detail in chapter 3, subsection 3.1.2.
Twitter’s highly reactive user base to new events, the constant stream of new
data and the Twitter API made Twitter a very good candidate for the proposed
system.

1.3 Recommendation systems
Recommendation systems are useful tools in aiding the user of a system in the
decision making process. A common application of recommendation systems is
in online marketplaces. Amazon and Ebay are examples of online marketplaces.
They sell a wide range of di�erent products. Everything from candy to high
end television sets are available for sale and from the comfort of your home.
Naturally this causes the full selection of goods to be really big. If a person is
looking to buy a TV, they have to make several choices. The size of the TV
has to be chosen. Then the type; Plasma, LCD, LED or OLED is the most
common types. The brand or make of the TV might also be important. The
quality might be of some consideration. Some brands do make higher quality
TVs but they are also usually more expensive. In other cases the brand might
be a consideration due to ease of integration with other products. One example
is Sony, whose TVs often has functionality to work together with the Sony
Playstation.

Making a decision in this case might be di�cult. That is why recommenda-
tion systems can be helpful. Initially this thesis will focus on recommendation
systems from the view of the consumer. It will then look at what benefits
recommendation systems has for the producer, or seller, of products.

Recommendation systems often helps the customers by providing recom-
mendations based on what other customers has bought. The recommendation
system can also make its recommendations based on other criteria. Some rec-
ommendation systems are based on products in the same category that has
been rated by the customers. In this instance, a product that has been given
a high score is more likely to be recommended by the system. Another case
of recommendation system might be based on what customers frequently adds
to the same shopping cart. This kind of recommendation system is often used
for the benefit of the customer as well as for the seller. The recommendation
system can for example recommend that the customer buy an HDMI cable for
their new TV, which the customer might otherwise forget. At the same time the
seller can increase their sales by encouraging the customers to purchase more of
their products.

Recommendation systems are beneficial to the producers, or sellers, of goods
because they can often be used to promote sales. By using customer reviews
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the seller can encourage further sales because the customer might feel that the
product is a high quality product and be more likely to buy it. The drawback
of customer reviews is that they might be negative which can cause a customer
to be hesitant to purchase some products or not buy them at all. On the other
hand it might give feedback to the seller that the product with negative reviews
have some problems and decide to no longer o�er it for sale.

Since recommendation systems and customer reviews can be used to encour-
age sales there are also incentives for the seller to cheat the system and provide
false recommendations or reviews. It is very di�cult for a user to discover if a
seller has cheated its recommendation system. It is also di�cult to separate real
customer reviews from fake ones. Fake customer reviews can be used both to
encourage sales of a sellers own products, or to discourage sales of a competitors
products by giving negative reviews.

An interactive recommendation systems based on tweets is unique and no
similar system has been found in the literature study for this master’s thesis. It
is a novel approach to recommendation systems. The recommendation system
based on tweets are intended to recommend products for a customer based on
what users on Twitter are saying about the products. Since the recommendation
system is based on a big number of social media texts it will be di�cult cheat
the system to provide false recommendations without significant e�ort. It is
also less likely to occur since most tweets are not reviews but are more likely to
be opinions.

The benefit of representing the data visually is that it gives the user a good
overview of the kind of entities involved and their relationships. It is also pos-
sible to find new entities that might be of interest. The system is less likely to
be used integrated in an e-commerce website, such as for example Amazon or
Ebay, but could be used as an external, third party tool to assist customers and
marketing experts. Future work involves giving textual representation and rank-
ing of products so that the the system could be incorporated in an e-commerce
platform.
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Chapter 2

Related Work

In this chapter an analysis of the related work will be covered. As the proposed
system provides recommendations, an analysis of the related work in the area of
recommendation systems in section 2.1 is highly relevant. Another important
task for the proposed recommendation system is the identification and extrac-
tion of comparative entities from texts. Related work in this area will be covered
in section 2.2. The identification and extraction of comparatives have been the
focus of study both in the field of pure linguistics and from a computational
linguistic point of view. Finally, a discussion of related work in named entity
recognition in section 2.3. The proposed system focuses on comparisons between
named entities, and thus this discussion is relevant.

2.1 Recommendation systems
Recommendation systems are often associated with E-commerce. Some well-
cited papers, a bit dated but still relevant, are written by Resnick et al [2] and
Schafer et al [3]. The papers provide use-cases for di�erent types of recom-
mendation applications and the best matching recommendation system for each
specific use case. The viability and applications of recommendation systems in
E-commerce was the focus of another study by Schafer et al [4]. They created
a taxonomy of the technologies used as well as the user interface presented to
the users in recommendation systems.

Amazon.com uses an algorithm named Item-To-Item collaborative filtering
to provide recommendations to its customers [5]. The system can provide rec-
ommendations in real time and can scale to massive data sets as well as provide
high quality recommendations. Traditional collaborative filtering techniques
match the user to other similar users, however Item-To-Item collaborative fil-
tering instead matches the users’ purchased and ranked items to similar items
to create the recommendation list.

Instead of recommending items from similar users, a trust metric can be
used. Some influential and relevant work has been done by Massa et al [6, 7]
and O’Donovan et al [8]. In this kind of system, ratings from trustworthy
users gets a higher weight and thus influence the recommendations more than
untrustworthy users.

There has been some study on the shilling, or cheating, of recommendation
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systems. The motivation for cheating the system is to have one’s own product
recommended more often than that of a competitor. A common approach is
to generate false reviews from users. It can also be used to influence sales
in general by making products higher, or lower, rated. A higher rating can
make users more inclined to buy a product, while a lower might discourage
them. Lam et al [9] study di�erent ways the system can be taken advantage
of and how to detect if any tampering of the system has occurred. Chirita et
al [10] analysed rating patterns of malicious users and proposed an algorithm
for protecting recommendation system against shilling attacks. Mobasher et
al [11] simulated di�erent attack models and showed that both user-based and
item-based techniques are highly vulnerable to specific attack models. They
also introduced a classification-based approach for detecting attack profiles.

There are several applications for recommendation systems outside of E-
commerce. The first automatic recommendation system, Tapestry [12], was
initially used as a content filter. The filter was intended to only notify the user
of interesting, or recommended, documents through a user-defined recommen-
dation criteria. They called this process Collaborative Filtering, as a group of
people collectively help filter the content. Macdonald et al [13] created an ex-
pertise recommendation system to aid an organisation in finding the expertise
necessary. Davidson et al [14] presented the recommendation system used by
YouTube, the world’s most popular online video community. The system han-
dles many of the challenges of YouTube, such as the limited available metadata,
the large but sparse video corpus and the short user interactions due to most
videos being shorter than 10 minutes in length.

Netflix, an on-demand internet streaming media provider, challenged the
data mining, machine learning and computer science communities through the
Netflix Prize competition to beat the accuracy of its movie recommendation
system, Cinematch [15, 16]. They released a data set, the Netflix Prize Data Set,
which is much larger than other comparative data sets containing 100 million
anonymous movie ratings. As a result of this, several recommendation systems
have been proposed. The winners of the grand prize was the solution provided by
team Bellkor’s Pragmatic Chaos [17, 18, 19] which achieved a 10% improvement
in accuracy over Cinematch.

Of the recommendation systems presented, none are using comparisons ex-
tracted from tweets as the basis for recommendations. There has also been
no recommendation system found that represents the data in the same way as
Caries does. The system presented in the paper is most closely related to rec-
ommendation systems in E-commerce, but could potentially be used for other
applications as well. Future work involves incorporating the system in a real
world E-commerce application. The proposed system presented in the paper is
a novel approach to recommendation systems.

2.2 Comparison identification and extraction
This section presents related work on the classification of comparative sentences
and the extraction of comparative entities. In subsection 2.2.1, related work
focused on comparatives from a purely linguistic point of view is presented.
Subsection 2.2.2 covers related work in automatic identification and extraction
of comparatives. The linguistic works on comparative classification cannot be
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directly applied to automatic identification of comparative sentences. They
are however useful when discussing what constitutes a comparative sentence.
The work proposed in this paper uses a broad definition of comparisons. The
only criteria is that two or more named entities appear in the same tweet. To
give a perspective on a more strict definition of comparatives this section is
included. Some terms may be unfamiliar for readers without a background in
linguistics. Subsection 2.2.1 includes some examples to clarify the meaning and
the contributions the papers have made.

2.2.1 Studies of comparatives in linguistics
The grammar of comparative sentences has been studied in the field of Linguis-
tics. The general structure of comparative sentences has been studied by Quirk
et al [20], Huddleston et al [21], Carter et al [22] and Aarts [23]. Several studies
have been made, but a decision was made to only include these papers as they
have the highest amount of citations.

A common way to handle comparatives is the degree-based account where
the adjective is taken to express a relation between objects and degrees. This
was the focus of study by Cresswell [24] and Von Stechow [25]. Expressing com-
paratives as a universal quantifier over degrees is another approach by Manfred
[26] and Moltmann [27]. A universal quantifier is a type of quantifier interpreted
as “given any” or “for all” in predicate logic. It is usually denoted by the sym-
bol ’. The quantifiers over degrees approach can be exemplified by the sentence
in (1):

(1) John is taller than he was

where “Adjectives such as tall denote relations between individuals x and
degrees d such that tall holds between x and d i� x is tall to the degree d, where
d is John’s actual height.” [27]. This sentence can be expressed as a semantic
representation of a universal quantifier.

Moltmann [28] argues that the common way of analysing comparatives by
using degrees have some serious conceptual and empirical problems. He instead
proposes to place the notion of a concrete property manifestation, as the central
role in the analysis of comparatives. An example is given in (2):

(2) John is happier than Mary

where the concrete property, happiness, is greater in John than in Mary.
A study of comparative coordination and comparative subordination was

conducted by Osborne [29].
A language construct that occurs in some comparative clauses are compar-

ative deletion and comparative sub-deletion. Comparative deletion and sub-
deletion has been studied by Bresnan [30] and Corver [31]. Studies of compara-
tive adjectives have been done by Kytö et al [32], Elzinga et al [33], Smeds [34],
Hilpert [35] and Bobaljik [36].

Linguistic studies of comparatives are useful for the classification and an-
notation of comparative sentences as well as providing an understanding of the
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composition and language structure of comparative sentences. It is however
unsuitable to apply these studies directly to automatic identification and ex-
traction of comparatives. That can be considered to be a separate branch of
the same focus of study. All the studies so far presented gives a much deeper
understanding of comparative sentences and their properties. The definition of
comparative sentences in this paper is much broader. The definition used in this
paper is useful with regard to the design taken to represent the named entities
found in tweets.

2.2.2 Automatic identification and extraction of compar-
atives

Automatic identification and extraction of comparatives is a field of study that
has seen relatively little study. Jindal et al [37, 38] are among the first to study
this area from a computational point of view. They use a list of 84 keywords to
filter out sentences that are unlikely to be comparisons. These same keywords
are also used as a pivot in each sentence. By checking words within a given
distance, a radius, from the pivot they are able to find likely pairs. By using
this method, they achieve an F-score of 81% on reviews, forum postings and
news articles.

Ganapathibhotla et al [39] focused on identifying which entity in a compari-
son is preferred by its author. The key to solving this problem is to identify the
opinion orientation of context-dependent comparative words. It can be consid-
ered a form of sentiment analysis. Pros and cons data from epinions.com1 was
used to evaluate the system. By associating words to either pros and cons, they
can get the orientation of context-dependent words. In doing so, it is possible
to find which entity is preferred by the author of a comparative text.

Fiszman et al [40] studies comparatives in biomedical texts. The motivation
of this study is to find comparisons between di�erent treatments. They are able
to identify two compared terms and scalar comparative structures in MEDLINE
citations2.

Bao et al [41] developed a search system for identifying competitors on the
Web. Identifying competitors and extracting comparative entities are closely
related as competitors are likely to be compared with each other. They de-
veloped an algorithm called CoMiner, which they claim is the first algorithm
for discovering competitors, their competitive domains and the reason why the
competitors are being compared. The prototype system shows a list of com-
petitors given an input query, a set of competitive domains between the given
input entity and the competitors as well as a summary of the competitive status
between two competitors.

Bos et al [42] study another kind of comparisons; Superlatives. Superlatives
are quite di�erent from other kind of comparisons as they express an entity as
having the most of a property. This work present the first empirically grounded
study of superlatives and creates a gold standard corpus for superlative sen-
tences. They develop a system that is able to recognise a superlative expression
and its comparison set with high accuracy.

1
epinions.com is a general customer review site that allows users to review products with

pros and cons.

2
MEDLINE is a database of medicinal journals.
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Feldman et al [43] use manually created extraction patterns from regular
expressions to extract brands and models of shoes and cars and then models
the comparison relationship between them. They extract these entities from
discussion boards specifically focused on the topics cars and shoe brands. They
extract the relation between the two entities when a comparison is found.

None of the studies reviewed in writing this paper operates on tweets. The
system presented in this paper also makes a contribution by presenting a unique
presentation of the comparative entities found in tweets.

2.3 Named entity recognition
In this section related work in Named Entity Recognition is introduced. The
comparative entities extracted by the proposed system in this paper are mainly
between named entities, such as for example products and music artists. Named
Entity Recognition in tweets has unique challenges not found in more formal
texts. Named Entity Recognition in tweets is in general more challenging than
in formal texts. Named entities can often be identified if a word is capitalised,
for example as Microsoft or Apple. Formal texts tend to honour this convention.
While some authors of tweets do keep to the convention of capitalising names,
this is far from a rule. Tweets often contain no capitalisation, or use irregular
capitalisation such as capitalising every word and not only proper names. An
example of this is I Like Cookies And Milk. To identify named entities in tweets,
other techniques often have to be used. Another challenge of tweets is the short
length of a tweet compared to most formal texts, such as news articles. This
causes the system tasked with Named Entity Recognition to figure out named
entities with less context and it can be more prone to mislabelling words.

This section is separated into two parts; Named Entity Recognition in formal
texts in subsection 2.3.1, and Named Entity Recognition in tweets in subsection
2.3.2. A survey conducted by Nadeau et al [44] provides an overview on the
progress of Named Entity Recognition from 1991 to 2006. Thus, the following
subsections will primarily focus on works not introduced in the survey.

2.3.1 Named Entity Recognition in formal texts
Kazama et al [45] studied the use of Wikipedia as an external knowledge source
when performing Named Entity Recognition. The method fetches the Wikipedia
entry for each candidate word extracted from the system that they built. The
system then applies a label as a way of categorisation. The label is extracted
from the first sentence of the corresponding Wikipedia article on the subject.
They apply this technique to the CoNLL 2003 dataset3 and found that this
improved the accuracy compared to previous works.

Another system that uses Wikipedia as a tool is the system proposed by Toral
et al [47]. The proposed system automatically creates and maintain gazetteers
through the use of Wikipedia articles. A gazetteer is a geographical dictionary

3
The CoNLL data set contains annotated texts in English and German. The source of the

English data is a collection of news wire articles from the Reuters corpus and the German

data is a collection of articles from Frankfurter Rundschau, a German daily newspaper. For

the paper associated with the data set, please refer to the work by Tjong et al [46].
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used in conjunction with an atlas. This approach is useful when handling lan-
guages that have few annotated resources due to a small number of previous
studies in the particular language.

Ratinov et al [48] identified design challenges and misconceptions in Named
Entity Recognition. They discussed the need for external knowledge to identify
ambiguous named entities in texts. A system was developed that was evaluated
on the CoNLL 2003 dataset as well as the MUC7 data set4 and an annotated
data set originating from Web pages. The system achieves promising results on
the data sets used.

Nadeau et al [50], proposes a system that uses an unsupervised approach.
It circumvents the need for manually labelled training data and the creation
of gazetteers. While it outperforms a baseline supervised system, it does not
outperform more complex supervised systems. It is however included here for
completion due to the contribution of their unsupervised approach.

Tweets are very di�erent in both language and length. The related work
introduced for formal text often perform poorly on tweets as they cannot rely
on some of the most fundamental techniques, such as for example capitalisation.
In subsection 2.3.2, techniques and proposed systems specifically designed to
handle the challenges inherent in informal texts are introduced.

2.3.2 Named Entity Recognition in informal texts
Named Entity Recognition systems generally perform poorly on informal text
and thus need to be adjusted in some aspect. Ritter et al [51] analysed the
performance of the Stanford NER tagger [52], which performs very well on
formal texts. They found that it performed poorly on tweets. After analysing
their findings, they created a system that doubles the F-score compared to the
Stanford NER tagger on informal texts. They used Freebase dictionaries5 as a
source of distant supervision. The system that they proposed is freely available
to the research community6. Ritter et al returned once again to the subject in
a later work focused on open-domain event extraction from Twitter to create
an event calendar [53].

Finin et al [54] make an important contribution by studying how Named
Entity Recognition better can be applied to domains such as Facebook and
Twitter. They analysed the feasibility of using crowd sourcing to annotate
named entities in Twitter data.

Li et al [55] created a system that they named TwiNER. The system utilises
both local and global context to extract named entities. Some application areas
for their work were targeted Twitter streams for companies and early crisis
detection.

2.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, related work from Recommendation Systems, Comparison Iden-
tification and Extraction and Named Entity Recognition has been introduced.

4
The MUC7 data set contains annotated news wire articles from the North American News

Text Corpora. Please refer to the work by Chinchor [49].

5
Freebase is an open, Creative Commons licensed graph database with more than 23 million

entities.

6
Available for download at http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/CRF-NER.shtml
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Recommendation Systems are used in a wide variety of di�erent applications.
None of the related work in Recommendation Systems uses comparisons from
tweets as the means to recommend items.

Linguists have studied the composition and format of comparative sentences.
Their work is highly relevant in order to understand what constitutes a com-
parative sentence and a comparative entity. The work in linguistics cannot
be applied directly to automatic identification and extraction of comparative
entities.

Automatic identification and extraction of comparative sentences is closely
related to the proposed system. The related work in this field do not however
use tweets as a basis for a recommendation system. They do not represent the
recommendations in the same was as the system proposed in this paper does
either. This is a unique approach to recommendation systems as the proposed
system in this paper tries to solve.

Named Entity Recognition is a trending subject where a lot of research e�ort
has been made. The related work presented in this chapter is but a few of the
promising work done in this area. The work presented here was chosen as they
are considered to be the current state-of-the art in this topic with the most cited
papers written. Named Entity Recognition can be considered a sub-task of the
proposed system in this paper. The main goal of the proposed system is to
provide recommendations using comparisons found in tweets. The comparisons
are intended to between named entities as the system then can aid customers
in making decisions depending on the system’s recommendation. This is why
Named Entity Recognition is closely related to the system proposed in this
paper.
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Chapter 3

Proposed Method

Figure 3.1: The Caries GUI.

The proposed system has a pipeline of distinct tasks that are needed to
produce the comparative relationship graph presented in the Caries GUI. The
main tasks are the following:

1. Data collection of tweets that will be displayed by the system, section 3.1.

2. Named entity recognition on the collected tweets, section 3.2.

3. Using Wikipedia as an external knowledge source to normalise the found
entities, section 3.3.

4. Extracting keywords from the tweets that will be used to decide the po-
larity of the relationship between entities, section 3.4
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5. The visualisation of the comparative relationships, section 3.5.

Figure 3.1 provides a good reference for this chapter. The figure shows how
the system looks like after all the steps has been performed. To the left is a
list of all the tweets that make up the comparative relationship graph. Each
tweet has its comparative entities and keywords displayed. One tweet with all
the components mentioned can be seen in figure 3.2.

Figure 3.2: A tweet from the Caries GUI.

3.1 Gathering data used by the system
Actual tweets are used by the system. These same tweets are then also used in
the evaluation step of the system. The system is evaluated on its accuracy in
comparative entity extraction and on identifying which entity is preferred. The
evaluation of the system is described in further detail in chapter 4.3.

Finding a suitable data set proved to a bigger challenge than first anticipated
by the author of this paper. Twitter’s publicly available API states in their
Terms of Service that no Twitter content, including data sets of tweets may be
publicly shared [56]. As a result of this clause, no publicly available Twitter
data sets are freely available to the research community. A couple of solutions
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exist to overcome this challenge. Publicly available data sets are not allowed by
Twitter’s Term of Service, but there are a couple of o�cial resellers of Twitter
data. These are authorised by Twitter to sell data sets. The o�cial resellers
are introduced in more detail in subsection 3.1.1. Another option is to use the
Twitter API to gather tweets. This will be explained in more detail in subsection
3.1.2.

There are several advantages of using the o�cial resellers. First of all is
it possible to get a huge amount of Twitter data without much e�ort. It is
also possible to use Twitter’s Firehose which enables gathering of new Tweets
to be done at a massively improved rate. The downside is that the data sets
and services provided by the o�cial resellers come with a steep cost. Thus the
gathering of tweets through the public Twitter API was chosen as the method
for gathering test data and data for experimentation. The section is however
included for completion, and some readers who are faced with the same challenge
might find this subsection useful.

3.1.1 O�cial resellers of Twitter data
Twitter uses o�cial resellers to sell their data. The five resellers are Gnip [57],
Datasift [58], NTT Data [59] and Topsy [60]. These resellers are also authorized
to use Twitter’s Firehose, which ensures that they can gather 100% of all new
tweets being posted in real-time.

Gnip is the only provider of the entire historic Twitter data. This means that
a user of its service can retrieve any and all tweets ever posted to Twitter. Gnip
has been a partner with Twitter for several years and announced in April 2014
announced that they have been acquired by Twitter [61]. Gnip’s pricing plan
is not publicly available and there are no information in this regard on their
website. Insterested, prospective clients of their service are urged to contact
Gnip to get a price quote. According to an interview with ReadWriteWeb [62],
50% of all new tweets posted to Twitter is o�ered for $360,000 per year, or 5%
of all tweets for $60,000 per year.

Datasift is transparent in its pricing and publish it on their website. With
their Professional plan they are o�ering non-capped, real-time data filtering, as
well as full access to their historic data, starting from $3,000 per month. This
plan requires a one-year subscription, which makes the minimum price $36,000.
Topsy o�ers several analytical tools for Twitter data such as sentiment scores,
inferred geo-location, social media reach as well as exact mentions counts. The
pricing remains undisclosed at the time of this paper’s publication, however
an inquiry made by marketingland.com received the answer that “the price is
dependent on the size of the customer and their data needs” and it has a “flat
monthly fee” [63].

NTT Data, through their service Kazuki no Oto, is the only o�cial reseller of
Twitter data that solely focuses on tweets written in Japanese. These tweets are
unsuitable for the proposed system in this paper as it currently only operates
on English tweets. NTT Data unfortunately doesn’t provide pricing data on
their website.

Using these resellers as providers of data would enable a research group to
quickly amass a large amount of social media data usable for analysis. The
Twitter Firehouse, described in further detail in subsection 3.1.2 will enable
analysts to quickly mine a huge amount of data. The services described however
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are prohibitively expensive for this project. The public Twitter API was used
instead to gather tweets for test data.

3.1.2 The Twitter API
Twitter provides two main access methods for developers to access their data:
The Streaming API and the Search API. The Streaming API enables gathering
of tweets as they appear on the Twitter time-line in near real-time. The standard
Streaming API fetches only approximately 1% of the tweets in near real-time.
To access tweets a request criteria is used that acts as a filter. Depending on
the user’s request criteria and the current tra�c conditions, the percentage of
retrieved tweets might increase or decrease. Users who require the retrieval of
all tweets as they appear on the twitter time-line will have to use the Twitter
Firehose. The Firehose guarantees retrieval of 100% of the tweets that match the
filtering criteria. It is only available through select, Twitter approved resellers
as discussed previously in subsection 3.1.1.

The Search API enables retrieval of historic tweets. The Search API utilises
search queries to fetch results. Each search query can retrieve a maximum of
3,200 tweets. A limit also exists on the number of search requests that can be
made over a certain time period. The current rate limit is 180 queries per 15
minutes1. Another 180 queries can be made when 15 minutes has passed.

The Search API was the method chosen for collecting tweets for evaluation.
The current data set used by the system does not take into account when a tweet
was posted. If the system was incorporated as a recommendation system in a
real e-commerce platform it is likely that more resent tweets would be of higher
interest. They more accurately portrait the current overall sentiment of what is
perceived as the preferred entity. Historic tweets might compare two products
that hasn’t been released yet for example. The preferred product might be
desired because it looks better on paper, due to hype or good marketing. When
the products are released, it turns out it is actually the other product that is
better than the first one. Thus, the sentiment of what is the preferred product
might change. Future work is planned to take a look at how the perceived entity
can change over time, but the current system does not take that into account.

The primary reason that the Streaming API was not used is the slow rate
of retrieval depending on the keywords used. The performance of the proposed
system was not evaluated on relevancy. Thus the Search API was used for
gathering data and historic tweets was used as input to the proposed system.

3.1.3 Search query and keywords
The proposed system was evaluated on specific entities. The entities that were
focused one were from five categories. The categories are:

• Movies

• Cars

• Games

• Phones
1
https://dev.twitter.com/docs/rate-limiting/1.1
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• Artists

To get tweets belonging to a specific category, a selection of representative
entities were used. Movie names were picked from a list of films which placed
number one at the weekend box o�ce for the year 2013 [64]. Tweets about cars
were collected using representative entities from the biggest car manufacturers
such as BMW, Toyota and Honda. The car models were not used as entities,
only the manufacturer brand. Games were collected using the most popular
games according to G4TV [65]. Many of the games listed were sequels from
previously successful games. In the case of sequels, only the base name was
used. An example of this is Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories were only
the name Grand Theft Auto was used as a keyword. Phones were selected
according to popular phone brands, phone models as well as phone carriers.
Artists, specifically music artists, were selected from the artists of the top 10
singles of each week from Billboard Hot 100 in 2013 [66]. The complete list of
entities from the di�erent categories can be found in appendix C.

Search queries was used in order to ensure the likelihood of collecting com-
parative tweets. Only a few of all tweets encountered were considered to be
comparative. The rate that it is possible to make queries against Twitter’s
Search API also made it di�cult to find relevant tweets. Li et al encountered
a similar challenge when working on their study [67]. They found that out of
5,200 sentences collected, only 139, or 2.67%, of the sentences were classified as
comparative when they annotated the data.

The technique used by Jindal et al was borrowed [37, 38] to increase the
number of comparative tweets. They use a keyword strategy to easily identify
almost all comparative sentences. They showed that the keywords occur in 98%
of all comparative sentences. These keywords cannot be used to identify com-
parative sentences by themselves as the precision is shown to be low. According
to their study it was at 32%. Jindal et al use 83 keywords and also include
words that has been part-of-speech tagged with the classifiers JJR, RBR, JJS
and RBS2 as well as phrases in the form of “as good as”, “as big as”, “as strong
as” etcetera. The full list of keywords as proposed by Jindal et al can be found
in appendix A.

The keywords are used together with the input query to create e�ective
search queries to retrieve potential comparative tweets. However when using
the Search API, part-of-speech tagging cannot be performed beforehand. The
search API does not allow for wild cards either, so identifying tweets that has
a phrase such as “as <adjective> as”, where <adjective> can be any adjective,
is not possible. Jindal et al did not have to use an API when filtering through
their texts and did not face the same problem. To overcome this problem, a list
of 57 adjectives was compiled. These were compiled from the 100 most common
adjectives in contemporary English texts [68] and that also can create “as <ad-
jective> as” phrases. The adjectives were used to create 57 as <adjective> as
phrases as well as 57 comparative keywords and 57 superlative keywords. An
example of a word that was not included among the keywords is the adjective
other. This is the most common adjective in contemporary English texts. How-
ever other cannot be used to create “as <adjective> as” phrases (“as other
as” does not make much sense in English). The keywords compiled from the

2
These are part of the Penn Treebank part-of-speech tag corpus. Please refer to https:

//www.ling.upenn.edu/courses/Fall_2003/ling001/penn_treebank_pos.html.
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Keywords
Beat Superior Either
Inferior All Compete
Outstrip Up against Number One
Both Less One of few
On par with Favour More
Choice Defeat Like
Choose Twice Behind
Prefer Thrice Similar
Recommend Half Identical
Outperform Same Versus

Table 3.1: Sample of the keywords used by Jindal et al to filter out potentially
comparative sentences.

frequent adjectives are combined with 77 of the keywords used by Jindal et al to
create 248 keywords that can be used to filter out potential comparable tweets.
The complete list of the keywords used by the proposed system can be found
in appendix B. The search queries ensures that all tweets retrieved includes at
least one of the entities from the previously five mentioned categories as well as
one or more keywords.

As <adjective> as Comparative Superlative
As new as Newer Newest
As good as Better Best
As high as Higher Highest
As old as Older Oldest
As great as Greater Greatest
As big as Bigger Biggest
As American as More American Most American
As small as Smaller Smallest
As large as Larger Largest
As important as More important Most important

Table 3.2: Sample of keywords compiled from 57 of the 100 most
common adjectives in contemporary English texts.

To gather the data was time consuming because of two reasons. One reason
was because the number of total search queries was very high. The 293 entities
from the five categories were combined with the 258 filtering keywords to create
a total number of 75,594 search queries. The other, and primary reason, for
the long duration of data collection is the rate limit imposed by Twitter which
limits the Search API query calls to 180 per 15 minutes. The entire process took
several hours. Each search query often produces several calls to the Search API
depending on how many tweets remain not yet fetched after one query has been
made. An experiment was made using the input query iPhone. As there are a
lot of tweets about iPhone, the search query produces several calls to the Search
API. The experiment took approximately two hours to complete and produced
a total of 12,585 tweets.
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To aid in the process of collecting tweets, a simple application was built.
The application was built in Java and makes use of Twitter4J 3 which is an
uno�cial Java library for the Twitter API. The Search API is queried until the
rate limit is reached and then the application sleeps until new calls can be made.
In this way, a total of 3,013 tweets were automatically gathered given the search
queries. Each category had the following composition of tweets:

Movies 640 tweets

Cars 522 tweets

Games: 468 tweets

Phones : 379 tweets

Artists : 1004 tweets

The collected tweets were then annotated as either comparative or non-
comparative. The goal was to have 200 comparative tweets from each category.
To annotate tweets, a classification of what is considered to be a comparative
tweet is necessary. A tweet is considered to be comparative if it fulfils the
following criteria:

1. The tweet contains an explicit comparison between two or more compar-
ative entities.

2. The tweet contains at least one of the filtering keywords.

Tweets that were hard to define as being comparative or non-comparative
were discarded. After annotation, some of the categories were found to contain
fewer than 200 comparative tweets. In this case, manual searching of tweets were
made until 200 comparative tweets were found. The total number of tweets for
evaluation was 4,078 after this process. Table 3.3 shows the composition of each
category after annotation.

Category Comparative Non-comparative Total
Movies 200 746 946
Cars 200 480 680
Games 200 411 611
Phones 200 287 487
Artists 200 1,154 1,354
Total 1,000 3,078 4,078

Annotating data also makes it possible to state a basic baseline for the
proposed system. The baseline for identifying comparative tweets is defined as
simply guessing that 50% of the tweets are comparative. This creates a baseline
with a precision of 25%. Each comparative tweet were further annotated as
what is considered to be the comparable entities of the tweet. These are the
most important entities that the proposed system should be able to identify and
extract and acts as the base for the recommendations. Finally, the polarity of

3
http://twitter4j.org/en/index.html
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what is perceived as the most preferred entity is annotated and can also be used
in evaluation of the system.

In conclusion, twitter data was extracted using a simple helper application.
The helper application uses search query keywords together with filtering key-
words to extract tweets with a higher probability to be comparative. The com-
parable tweets were then annotated as either comparable or non-comparable.
Finally, each comparable tweet had its comparative entities annotated along
with its preferred entity, if any.

3.2 Named entity recognition of tweets
Named entity recognition is the process of finding named entities, for exam-
ple places, people and products, in written text. Named entity recognition is
performed by the system to find comparable entities.

There are several automatic tools for performing named entity tagging. The
Stanford Log-Linear POS Tagger [69] is considered to be a state-of-the-art part-
of-speech tagger and named entity tagger. The tagger tags words using the
Penn Treebank tag set. The tagger can achieve a 97.32% accuracy on the Penn
Treebank Corpus [70]. The Stanford Natural Language Processing Group has
made the tagger publicly available to the research community4. The tagger
comes bundled with a number of di�erent models trained on a corpora. The
models available in the bundle has varying accuracy and execution speed and,
as a general rule, the better the model performs in terms of accuracy, the slower
the tagging process becomes. While the best performing model is included in
the bundle, the Stanford Natural Language Processing Group recommends a
model that is slightly less accurate at 96.97% but is an order of magnitude
faster. It can handle about 15,000 words per second5.

This tagger was seriously considered when building the proposed system.
The primary reason why it was not chosen is because Ritter et al [51] found that
taggers that perform well on formal texts often performed poorly on informal
texts, such as tweets. The Stanford Log-Linear POS Tagger was part of their
study and they found that it performed poorly on informal texts. Choosing the
best possible named entity tagger was critical as the named entities extracted
by the tagger would be the ones ultimately displayed in the comparable entity
graph.

Ritter et al designed a part-of-speech tagger, phrase chunker and named
entity tagger specifically to be used on tweets [51]. They showed that their
tagger achieves a high accuracy when evaluated on annotated tweets. The tagger
is made publicly available to the research community by the authors through
GitHub6. This was the tagger ultimately chosen due to the promising results it
shows.

Using this tagger brought with it some di�culties. The tagger requires
Linux due to some dependencies and commands only available on that operat-
ing system. The proposed system introduced in this was built primarily in a
Windows environment. To solve this a virtual machine was used where a ver-

4
The tagger is available for download at http://nlp.stanford.edu/downloads/tagger.sht

ml

5
http://nlp.stanford.edu/downloads/pos-tagger-faq.shtml#models

6
https://github.com/aritter/twitter_nlp
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sion of lightweight Linux distribution was installed. From there the tagger could
be run successfully. The side-e�ect of this solution was that the tagger is not
integrated in the current version of the proposed system. The tagging has to be
handled separately from the system and then the resulting output (written to a
text file) needs to be added to a specific folder in order for the system to be able
to read the output and process it. This is a serious drawback of the proposed
system. Future work on the proposed system is planned to solve this, either by
making the currently selected tagger compatible with a Windows environment,
or by choosing another tagger.

3.3 Wikipedia as external knowledge source
The work by Kazama et al [45] was the inspiration behind the use of Wikipedia
as an external knowledge source. The proposed system is supposed to display
named entities such as products, artists and movies in order to help customers
make informed decisions. These kind of entities might have several names but
still refer to the same entity which can create duplicates in the comparative
entity graph. Duplicates of named entities can occur when a comparative entity
is either misspelled or when an abbreviation or other alternative name is used.
Both of these are very common occurrences in tweets.

There are several other solutions for finding and correcting misspelled words.
A common way is to extract all the words of a sentence and compare them to
a dictionary. A word is considered to be misspelled if it does not exist in the
dictionary. A similarity metrics such as the Jaro-Winkler distance [71, 72] or the
Levenshtein distance [73] can be used to correct misspelled words. The distance
metric can be used to find similarities between words. The distance metric can
find the shortest distance between a word that exists in the dictionary and the
misspelled word. If the word is similar enough up to a certain threshold then
the misspelled word can be corrected by replacing it with the word found in
the dictionary. This approach have some problems. Mitton [74] created a large
corpus of spelling errors and found that a high percentage of misspelled words
match words found in a dictionary. This makes it di�cult to detect misspellings
through the use of a dictionary alone. Another form of spelling mistake is
incorrect word division. An example can be given by moonshine, incorrectly
written as moon shine. While both the word elements exist in the dictionary,
it is clearly a misspelling of moonshine. Incorrect word division cannot be
detected only through the use of a dictionary as usually the component parts
of an incorrectly divided word is themselves correctly spelled.

The Wikipedia’s Did-You-Mean API is what the proposed system in this pa-
per is using to correct these kind of mistakes. Wikipedia has a search function
where users can search for Wikipedia articles. When a user searches for some-
thing that is an exact match for an already existing Wikipedia article, then
Wikipedia will display that article. If the user however misspells the search
query in such a way that it does not match an already existing article then the
search engine will suggest an article depending on the proximity of the search
term. The author of this paper have been unable to find the exact algorithm
behind how Wikipedia manage to perform this. A likely approach is that they
use a phonetic algorithm and match the search term against a precomputed
database. One of the most well-known phonetic algorithms is Soundex [75].
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Through the use of the Did-You-Mean API the misspelled words and incorrect
word division can be corrected, assuming the search term have a corresponding
Wikipedia article.

The Did-You-Mean API provides easy accessor methods. Given a HTTP
request to the service with a search query, an ordered array of JSON objects
are returned. JSON is a way to transfer data using attribute-value pairs. Each
element in the array consists of one suggestion given the input query. The
suggestions are ordered by similarity in descending order. The current version
of the proposed system stores all suggestions in a MongoDB database but only
uses the first suggestion returned by Wikipedia. This approach has shown to
work well in finding duplicates among named entities.

Another useful tool provided by Wikipedia is redirection of articles. This is
also used by the proposed system to find named entities referred to by alter-
native names. When an alternative name to a Wikipedia article entry is used,
Wikipedia will make a connection to the actual name of the article and trans-
fer the user to that article. For example the abbreviation WW2, referring to
World War II, will transfer the user to the article with the name World War II.
Similarly, the name Da Burgh will transfer the user to the article for Pittsburgh,
because the search query is the city’s nickname.

By using the techniques described above, it is possible to replace misspelled
words, incorrect word-division, abbreviations and nicknames with their actual
meaning and detection of duplicate comparative entities is possible. This re-
duces the number of named entities. The approach works well but can at times
provide incorrect results. The biggest problem with the approach is that it does
not currently take into account the context of a comparative entity. One exam-
ple where Wikipedia suggests a likely incorrect result can be found in example
1.

Example 1 The Counsellor is a better movie than The Termina-
tor.

The author of the tweet is comparing the 2013 film The Counselor with the
film The Terminator. The author has however misspelled the movie name in the
example. When The Counsellor is used as a query to the Did-You-Mean API,
Wikipedia will suggest Wawrzyniec Grzymala Goslicki’s 1568 book, De optimo
senatore. The Counsellor is the English name of the book. It is unlikely that a
book from 1568 is compared to a film, especially a film such as The Terminator.
When analysing the return JSON from the Wikipedia Did-You-Mean API with
the search query “The Counsellor” it can be found that the second suggestion
actually is the 2013 film “The Counselor”. Future work is planned to make some
kind of context analysis of the returned suggestions from Wikipedia, but in its
current version no such analysis is taking place.

Another drawback with the approach of using Wikipedia is that it is slow to
make these requests to the API. One solution would be to download a dump from
Wikipedia and use that one instead. The negative aspect of that approach is that
it would quickly become out of date unless this kind of dump was downloaded
with regular intervals. The approach used by the proposed system in this paper
is to build a knowledge database with entries from Wikipedia. Each entry in
the database has a search term and an associated Wikipedia entry. Before
requesting the Wikipedia Did-You-Mean API a check is made if the search term
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can be found in the database. If found then the name of the Wikipedia article
can be extracted directly from the database and no API call is necessary. If
the entry is not found then a API call is made but the result is stored in the
database. Over the lifetime of the application the database will grow and more
search terms added so that as few as possible API calls is made.

The database chosen for the application is a MongoDB database. MongoDB
is a NoSQL database that stores JSON-like documents. Making a request with a
key to a MongoDB database, in this case the search query, is very fast. Indexing
was used on the search queries in order to ensure that the database has to inspect
as few documents as possible to find the correct one. Making a request to a
MongoDB database is orders of magnitude faster than making a corresponding
API call to the Did-You-Mean API.

3.4 Relation keyword extraction
The proposed system uses keywords to try to establish which of the named
entities are considered to be the preferred name entity by the author whenever
a comparison has occurred. The proposed system uses a wide definition of
what constitutes a comparison. Whenever a tweet contains two or more named
entities it is considered to be a comparison. The keyword, or keyword phrase,
can be for example words such as vs (versus) or phrase such as better than. The
keywords and phrases used were the same used to find likely comparable tweets
as described in section 3.1 and the complete set of keywords and phrases can be
found in appendix B. Each keyword and keyword phrase found in a tweet was
marked and used later to display the relationship between named entities.

In order to provide information on what named entity is the preferred one
it was necessary to attribute a polarity to each keyword and keyword phrase
found. This was accomplished by using a polarity lexicon. The lexicon used is
a compilation of 8 di�erent polarity lexicons. The compiled lexicon consists of
the following polarity lexicons:

• The MICRO-WNOP corpus [76]

• SentiWordNet [77, 78]

• MPQA [79]

• AFINN [80]

• DeRose [81]

• McDonald [82]

• Avaya [83]

• The polarity lexicon used by a tool called the The Social Media Visualizer7

Not all of the lexicons used are of the same format and some had to be
converted. In some cases word polarity from one dictionary was contradictory
to the polarity of other dictionaries. In those cases an average was used to

7
https://smviz.com/
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calculate the polarity of a word. The resultant aggregated sentiment dictionary
uses key value pairs where each keyword has either a positive, neutral or negative
sentiment score associated with it. The work of creating the lexicon was made
by Erdmann et al [84].

Positive keywords are assigned a score of one, neutral keywords receive a
score of zero and negative keywords receive a score of minus one. In some cases
a word can be found in more than one polarity lexicon and then the majority
sentiment for that word will be used. In other cases when there are no clear
majority then the score is randomly decided. Finally keywords used by the
proposed system, as found in appendix B, are manually added to the sentiment
dictionary if missing. The dictionary contains a total of 149,547 words with
an assigned sentiment score. Of these, 1,749 (1.2%) are words with negative
sentiment score, 5,407 (3.6%) words with positive sentiment score and 142,301
(95.2%) words with neutral sentiment score. The dictionary used was initially
intended for aspect based sentiment analysis. Thus it contains many more
words than what will be used by the proposed system in its current version.
The sentiment dictionary still provides a good way of translating keywords to a
sentiment score due to its wide coverage. The neutral dictionary was not used in
practice. The system assumes that if the keyword is not present in the positive
or negative dictionary, then it is considered to be neutral.

A tweet can contain several keywords. In order to decide which is the pre-
ferred entity a simple algorithm was used. Most comparative sentences has the
entity that the author has a clear opinion on at the beginning of the sentence.
For example “I think that apples are much better than oranges”. In the ex-
ample the named entity apples comes before the named entity oranges and are
separated by the positively polarised keyword phrase better than. Observa-
tion of the tweets collected to be used by the proposed system shows that this
is how most of the tweets look. If it would be the other way around then the
author of the tweet would have to express themselves as “I think oranges are
not much better than apples” which instantly creates a much more complex
sentence. It is also necessary to use more characters to express oneself in this
way, which is something that is limited to the 140 character limit imposed by
Twitter. The resulting algorithm can be expressed with the following formula:

pos(A) < pos(B)&
ÿ

p(k) > 0 => pref(A) > pref(B)

pos(A) < pos(B)&
ÿ

p(k) < 0 => pref(A) < pref(B)

pos(A) < pos(B)&
ÿ

p(k) = 0 => pref(A) = pref(B)

Where A and B are named entities, k is all the keywords in the tweet, pos
is the position of the named entities in the tweet and the sum of p(k) is the
aggregate polarity of all the keywords. pref is the preference of one named
entity. In other words if the aggregate keyword polarity is positive, then the
first named entity is picked. If the average polarity is negative then the second
named entity is picked. If the aggregate keyword polarity is neutral then neither
named entity is picked. In the neutral polarity case it is impossible to decide
which is the preferred entity. If there are more than two keywords then the
process is similar. There are at most one comparable entity that is the preferred
comparable entity and all other comparative entities are considered to be not
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preferred. This process is what provides the basis for the comparable entity
graph.

3.5 Visualising the comparative relationship graph
The visualisation of the system contains of two parts. The main part is the
comparative relationship graph that displays all the named entities as nodes
and the relationship between them as edges. The other part is the tweets that
make up the relationship graph. These are represented as a list to the user.

The comparative relationship graph o�ers some interactivity. It is possible
to drag nodes and select them. This is made possible with Cytoscape.js. Cy-
toscape.js is an open source graph theory library written in Javascript. The
library was created at thje Donnelly Centre at the University of Toronto. The
project is funded with research grants from the US government and several
organizations is helping to develop Cytoscape. Readers who wants to divulge
further into Cytoscape.js are referred to the work by Franz et al [85].

To represent the relationship between named entities the edges are di�er-
ently shaped and di�erently coloured. The direction of the edge signifies the
preference between two nodes where the end node is considered to be the less
preferred named entity and the source node is considered to be the more pre-
ferred entity. In the case of a neutral polarity where neither named entity is
considered to be the most preferred entity the edge between the nodes doesn’t
have any direction. Each edge originates from a tweet which can result in sev-
eral edges connecting two di�erent nodes if this kind of comparison exists in
multiple tweets.

Figure 3.3: Relationship between entities with both neutral and polarized
edges.

In figure 3.4 a relationship between nodes can be shown where the aggregated
polarity of the keywords are either positive or negative. The edges are black
and directed. The interpretation of the relationship is that South Knoxville is
the preferred entity among Dark Knight and Gotham City.
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Figure 3.4: Relationship between entities with a positive or negative polarity.

In figure 3.5 we can see a relationship between nodes where the aggregated
polarity of the keywords present in the tweet is neutral. The edges don’t have
any specific direction and they are of a grey colour to signify that they are
neutral.

Figure 3.5: Relationship between entities with neutral polarity.

The relationship graph makes it possible to find indirect comparisons which
might not otherwise be apparent by just analysing the tweets. One example is
that if the comparison “Justin Bieber is better than Miley Cyrus” and “Miley
Cyrus is better than Taylor Swift” then it is likely that Justin Bieber is com-
parable to Taylor Swift. It is also possible to say that Justin Bieber is likely
better than Taylor Swift based on this small sample of tweets.

3.5.1 System interactivity
A drawback of the current proposed system is that it can be challenging to
identify relationship between nodes. This happens when the number of entities
are many and the graph grows large. This can be seen in figure 3.1. Several
ways to interact with the system was implemented in order to better make sense
of the graph.

If a user clicks on any node in the graph then only the sub-graph that
contains that node will be shown. The size of the sub-graph can be adjusted by
the slider in the top right. The slider adjusts the degree of separation that is
allowed for another node in the sub-graph. The higher the value, the bigger the
sub-graph. The only limit is that the degree cannot exceed the total number of
directly and indirectly connected nodes. After selecting a sub-graph by clicking
a node then the tweets that are part of that sub-graph will be highlighted in the
list of tweets. The list of tweets are themselves selectable. If a tweet is selected
then all other nodes that are not part of the tweet will be hidden. This makes
it possible to analyse a specific tweet for its relationship between comparative
entities. Multiple tweets can be selected, or deselected, to modify the size of the
graph.

It is possible to rearrange the nodes in the graph by dragging them to new
positions. It is also possible to select an edge in order to highlight it. This is
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useful when tracking an edge from one node to another, something that can at
times be challenging when there are a large amount of nodes.

All the modifications can be reset by pressing the reset button or by refresh-
ing the page. The reset button is quicker. A refresh of the page will cause a
server request to fetch new data, and only after that will it show the graph and
list of tweets again.
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Chapter 4

System Implementation &
Evaluation

This chapter is intended to provide a detailed technical description on what
tools were used to build the system described in this paper. An attempt was
also made to implement a baseline which the system could be compared with.
The baseline is similar in that it also extracts comparative entities from informal
texts. The attempt to implement the baseline unfortunately was not successful
and had to be abandoned after a significant amount of time was spent on it. The
details on the implementation of the baseline is included here so that interested
readers can learn from the mistakes made.

Section 4.1 has a strong emphasise on technology. Readers without a tech-
nological background might find it di�cult to follow.

4.1 Technical system overview
The proposed system went through several iterations of implementation. This
section will focus on the final iteration of the proposed system.

The proposed system has a back-end written in Java using Apache Maven
and Spring Boot. Apache Maven was chosen because it is a well known build au-
tomation tool which makes it easy to add new library dependencies. Spring Boot
was chosen because it takes minimum configuration to get it up and running and
has good support for dependency injection. Using dependency injection makes
writing JUnit tests with Mockito easier as it is possible to mock services and
other classes not relevant to the class being tested. Spring Boot also includes
an integrated Jetty server that it can run on. Writing a RESTful web service in
Spring Boot is as simple as adding an annotation to the class that is the REST
end-point.

The system uses Wikipedia as an external knowledge source in order to
normalise all the entities found. Each time the system is run it builds its own
internal mapping between entities found and Wikipedia entries. This is stored
in a MongoDB database. MongoDB is a document oriented database and it
works well for this kind of data. Each time an entity is to be normalised we
first check if the entity is present in the database. If it is, then no Wikipedia
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call is needed. This o�ers a performance improvement since fetching from the
database is faster than an HTTP call against Wikipedia.

The front-end communicates with the back-end with a REST service. The
front-end was written using the Angular 2 framework. Angular 2 o�ers good
tools for writing single page applications and also has libraries for making REST
calls. Angular 2 was used with Typescript which o�ers static typing and classes
to JavaScript. Cytoscape.js was the tool used to draw the graph. Cytoscape.js
is described in further detail in chapter 3 section 3.5. In order to give the
application a pleasing style the CSS from Bootstrap v4 was used together with
some custom CSS classes.

4.2 Attempt of implementing a baseline
Several attempts were made to implement a baseline that could be used for
comparison with the proposed system described in this paper. The baseline
chosen was the work proposed by Li et al [67]. Li et al extracted reliable
indicative extraction patterns (IEP) from comparative questions from a Yahoo
Answers1 data set. The data set contains 60 million questions. They call their
method a weakly supervised method because the only supervision necessary is
an initial seed pattern. The seed pattern chosen can extract seed comparator
pairs which can then be used to identify comparative questions. This approach
is similar to the approach taken by the proposed system in this paper. The idea
is that the initial seed pattern bootstraps the application and starts the entire
process. In each system iteration new patterns are extracted from comparative
questions which in return extract new comparator pairs that can identify new
comparative questions. The process continues until no more new IEPs are found.
By using this method they claim to be able to achieve an F1-measure of 82.5% in
comparative question identification, 83.3% in comparator extraction and 76.8%
in end-to-end comparator identification and extraction. The work by Li et al is
chosen as a baseline as it achieves the highest F1-score among the related work
studied in the field of comparison identification and comparator extraction.

Similar to the proposed system described in this paper, the work by Li et
al use three di�erent extraction patterns. How the patterns are generated and
their specific properties has inspired how the proposed system generates and
utilises the extraction patterns.

Lexical Patterns are generated by a su�x tree algorithm. Each comparative
entity in the pattern are replaced with a special marker, $c. The compar-
ative markers essentially functions as wild-cards which enables patterns
to match against sentences not yet identified as comparative. Only pat-
terns that appear with a frequency higher than an empirically determined
threshold are kept to ensure pattern quality. Furthermore, each pattern
must include at least two comparative entities.

Generalised Patterns are generated from Lexical Patterns by replacing some
of the words by its POS tag. The exception is comparative entities which
are left unchanged. This enables some of the words in a sentence to match

1
Yahoo Answers is a Q&A website where users can post questions and other users can

answer them.
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against sentences containing the same POS tag structure which enables
new comparative sentences to be found.

Specialised Patterns are generated from both Lexical Patterns and Gener-
alised Patterns. In a Specialised Pattern there are constraints put upon
the comparative entities. In Lexical Patterns and Generalised Patterns
they function as wild cards. However in a Specialised Pattern the con-
straint is that the POS tags must match.

One aspect that is emphasised by Li et al in the pattern generation process is
pattern evaluation. Pattern evaluation is designed to filter out patterns that are
considered to be of poor quality and are likely to extract incorrect comparative
entities. This is done by calculating the confidence for all patterns generated in
each iteration. In the beginning of the bootstrapping process only a few reliable
pairs has been found and few comparative questions have been identified. To
ensure that patterns found early in the bootstrapping process are not filtered
out too soon a look-ahead procedure is used. The look-ahead is performed by
calculating the likelihood of the pattern being able to extract reliable pairs in the
next iteration. The evaluation procedure is used to generate a reliability score
for each pattern. If the score of a pattern is above an empirically determined
threshold it is kept and otherwise the pattern is discarded.

Through the use of the extraction patterns the system produces a set of
comparator pairs which are the comparative entities being compared in each
identified comparative question.

4.2.1 Implementation challenges
Provided the short overview above an implementation was attempted on the
described parts. A significant amount of time was spent on trying to implement
the system to be used as a baseline. Eventually the attempt had to be abandoned
due to time constraints.

In order to solve some of the issues the authors of the baseline was contacted.
However their entire work is proprietary property of Microsoft Research Asia and
no further details was disclosed after a brief mail conversation. Substantial e�ort
was spent to overcome the challenges but the attempt to implement the baseline
had to eventually be abandoned in large part to the di�culties encountered.

The most critical di�culties will be highlighted below and these challenges
made the implementation of the baseline system di�cult.

Su�x Tree Algorithm for Lexical Pattern generation

One challenge was the su�x tree algorithm used when generating Lexical Pat-
terns. A su�x tree algorithm is often used in string searches by finding the
longest substring, finding the longest common substring and finding the longest
palindrome in a given string [86]. Other application areas are bioinformatics
where such an algorithm can be used to search for DNA sequences [87]. It can
also be used in data compression to search for repeated data strings [88]. The
most well-known su�x tree algorithms are Ukkonen’s Su�x Tree Algorithm [89]
and the su�x tree algorithm developed by Gusfield [90].

While su�x trees clearly have several application areas it is not elaborated
further why it is chosen for this application. According to the examples given,
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the Lexical Patterns are created by finding all su�xes in a string. This would
cause most Lexical Patterns to consist of words cut in half, and these patterns
would be poor fits for extracting further comparative pairs as the words would
unlikely match other words found in other sentences. An attempt was made to
use a modified su�x tree algorithm that instead of working on strings work on
whole words instead. That approach proved to be more successful, however one
important question has still been left unanswered. The authors of the paper
claim that each sentence is tagged with a start tag and an end tag. Through
the use of a su�x tree algorithm, one should come to the conclusion that each
and every Lexical Pattern extracted would end with the end tag. The examples
given in the paper shows that this is not always the case as some patterns has an
end tag while others do not. After careful analysis there is still no clear answer
to this question.

The NLC-PosTagger

The second challenge was to figure out which POS tagger to use in implementing
the baseline system. Li et al report that the POS tagger is used to tag each
question in the evaluation data set. The POS tagger used is the NLC-PosTagger
developed by the NLC group of Microsoft Research Asia. The tagger uses the
modified Penn Treebank POS set for its output. The tagger is propriety software
of Microsoft Research Asia and is not public to the research community and no
further information has been provided on the actual performance of the POS
tagger. An attempt was made to use the state-of-the-art Stanford POS tagger
[69] instead which performs well on formal documents. It uses the same Penn
Treebank POS set but it is otherwise not known if the performance of the
Stanford POS tagger is equivalent to the NLC-PosTagger.

The data set

The third and biggest challenge was dealing with the huge data set used by Li
et al. The authors of the baseline system used a data set containing 60 million
entries extracted from the subject field of Yahoo Answers questions. The first
di�culty was to find an equivalent data set. After extensive research no public
data set of comparable size could be found. The closest public data set is
provided by the Yahoo! Research Alliance Webscope program [91]. The data set
contains 4,483,032 questions from Yahoo! Answers as well as associated meta
data. Even though the data set is an order of magnitude smaller than the one
reported by Li et al it was used when evaluating the attempted implementation
of the baseline system. Big issues with memory performance and execution
times was soon encountered.

An attempt was made to use a subset of the questions containing 100,000
entries. One iteration of the bootstrapping process took often more than 10
hours to complete. When trying to use bigger data sets the system ran out of
memory and failed. Several attempts were made to overcome these challenges.
First attempts was made to break down the data set in several smaller chunks
and extract extraction patterns independently while finally aggregating the pat-
terns. This proved successful to some extent but the patterns were often filtered
out too quickly because they fell below the threshold value due to the smaller
data sets. Attempts were made to adjust the threshold value but the resulting
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calculated F1-score of the application came nowhere near the score reported by
the authors of the baseline. This problem could be blamed on programmer er-
ror, but it is likely that the authors of the paper had some kind of trick to make
it possible to use a big data set. These resources did not exist in the making of
the system proposed in this paper.

Another attempt to overcome the long execution time was to use parallel
execution whenever possible. When using concurrent calculations possible it
reduced the computation time significantly. The implemented attempt at a
baseline was run on a system utilising a quad core processor. By using concur-
rent computations as well as a system with better computation and memory
performance it was possible to reduce computation time of one iteration of the
system to about one hour. Even with the attempts at increasing the perfor-
mance it still takes several hours for the system to provide any output even
with the smaller data set. This makes the implementation unfeasible to run on
the full data set of the Yahoo! Research Alliance Webscope program.

4.3 System evaluation
The performance of the named entity tagger was evaluated because it has one of
the biggest impacts on the end results of the proposed system. Named entities
makes up the nodes of the comparative relationship graph. The comparative
relationship graph also only makes up tweets that have at least two named
entities. Subsection 4.3.1 contains an evaluation of the performance of the
named entity tagger.

The performance of using Wikipedia as a knowledge source was evaluated.
Wikipedia is used in order to normalise the named entities found. It is intended
to fix small spelling errors and also find the names of abbreviations. The perfor-
mance of using Wikipedia is essential in order to reduce the number of distinct
named entities. Two named entities that refer to the same kind of object should
be considered one named entity even though they are spelled di�erently. That is
why Wikipedia is used as an external knowledge source. The result and method
of the evaluation can be found in subsection 4.3.2.

Finally, the performance of the algorithm used to find the relationship po-
larity between nodes in the graph. The algorithm depends on the aggregate
polarity of all the keywords in a given tweet. Visually, the direction of the edges
in the graph depends on the result of the algorithm. The algorithm evaluation
can be found in subsection 4.3.3.

4.3.1 Evaluation of the named entity tagger
500 tweets were randomly chosen where each named entity was manually tagged
before finding named entities using the tagger. The tagger that was used was
the named entity tagger developed by Ritter et al [51]. Entities identified where
manually tagged and were then checked against the result of the tagger. A total
of 1,166 entities were manually identified as named entities. After running the
tagger each identified entity was classified according to the following categories:

1. Fully identified by the tagger.

2. Partially or incorrectly identified by the tagger.
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3. Entities not identified by the tagger.

A partially selected entity is an entity where only parts of the entity is tagged.
This often happens in complex entity names, for example The Dark Knight
Rises where the tagger might only identify The Dark Knight. This category
also contains entities identified by the tagger where the tagger considers too
much of a tweet to be a named entity, or entities identified by the tagger but
are not considered actual named entities. All selected tweets were also tagged
and classified in similar categories:

1. Tweets where all entities are tagged correctly

2. Tweets where one or more entities where partially or incorrectly tagged,
or where one or more entities that were identified as named entities where
not identified by the tagger.

3. Tweets where none of the manually tagged entities were identified by the
tagger.

After evaluation it was found that 581 (49.8%) entities were fully identified
by the Named Entity Tagger, 98 (8.4%) entities were partially or incorrectly
tagged by the tagger and 487 (41.8%) were not tagged by the tagger.

144 (28.8%) tweets were found to have all their entities identified by the
tagger. 233 (46.6%) had one or more entities that were only partially, or in-
correctly tagged. Finally, there were 123 (42.6%) tweets that had no entities
identified by the tagger at all. All tweets have at minimum at least one named
entity manually identified, so in the best case all 500 tweets should be in the
first category.

Amount %
Fully tagged entities 581 49.8%
Partially tagged entities 98 8.4%
Incorrectly tagged entities 487 41.8
Total 1,166 100%
Fully tagged tweets 144 28.8%
Partially tagged tweets 233 46.6%
Incorrectly tagged tweets 123 42.6%
Total 500 100%

The conclusion that can be made is that the named entity tagger performs
quite poorly. It is especially poor in complex named entities. It also had dif-
ficulty identifying named entities were capitalisation was not properly used.
Irregular capitalisation is something that is very common in tweets. The poor
performance of the tagger had a detrimental e�ect on the performance of the
proposed system. Of a total of 2,848 tweets, only 810 tweets had two or more
named entities identified by the named entity tagger. Furthermore, due to in-
correct or partially tagged entities the use of Wikipedia as external knowledge
source could also at times be detrimental. An incorrect or partially tagged en-
tity might match a completely di�erent Wikipedia article, which means that
incorrect nodes can show up in the comparative relationship graph.

Some work was put in to come up with solutions to improvements for the
proposed system. It was observed that some named entities ended up in both
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the fully identified category and the unidentified category. It might have been
possible to first run the tagger and identify named entities. Then each identi-
fied named entity could be used to identify other named entities. That could
improve the performance of this crucial stage of the proposed system. More
named entities would likely also increase the number of tweets included in the
comparative relationship graph, as it would be more likely that a tweet would
include two or more identified entities. This have unfortunately not been used
in practice in the proposed system, but is left as a suggestion for future work.

4.3.2 Evaluation of Wikipedia as external knowledge source
Wikipedia was used to find the real names behind abbreviations and to correct
misspelled words by retrieving the title of a matching article. It was used to
find entities in the tweet that can have di�erent spelling but essentially should
be considered the same entity. One example is the named entity GTA. GTA
and Grand Theft Auto should be considered to be the same entity, since GTA
is an abbreviation of Grand Theft Auto. This method was supposed to reduce
the number of unique named entities due to abbreviations or spelling errors.

The performance of using Wikipedia as external knowledge source was highly
reliant on the named entities retrieved by the named entity tagger. A partially
tagged named entity is likely to not have a Wikipedia article at all, or it might
match an incorrect Wikipedia article. Running the system against Wikipedia
with all 2,848 tweets resulted in 1,067 named unique entities. Of these, 198
named entities did not have a corresponding Wikipedia article. An analysis
showed that it was very often due to partially tagged named entities that these
entities did not match a Wikipedia article. In general the use of Wikipedia as
external knowledge source performed well and did reduce the number of unique
entities. In many cases it was able to resolve abbreviations and correct minor
spelling mistakes.

Out of 1,067 named unique entities it was found that 38 were completely
incorrect. These named entities matched Wikipedia articles that resulted in
incorrect naming. One example of an incorrect Wikipedia article being matched
is the misspelling of the 2013 Ridley Scott film The Counselor. Spelling it as
The Counsellor matches the Wikipedia article De optimo senatore, which is the
title of a book by Wawrzyniec Grzymala Goslicki written in 1568. The English
name of the book is The Counsellor. This kind of misspelling is very hard for the
proposed system to currently detect and correct as it matches a valid Wikipedia
article.

Another common source of errors is certain abbreviations matching actual
Wikipedia articles. One such abbreviation is CoD, which is a very common ab-
breviation for the computer game Call of Duty. The first result when searching
for CoD on Wikipedia is Cod, the fish.

Some suggestions for improvements have been formulated. One such sugges-
tion is to better utilise the context of a named entity. By using the example of
The Counselor again, it is very unlikely that a book from 1568 would be used in
the context when talking about modern films. Currently the system only ever
takes the first matching Wikipedia article, however Wikipedia always responds
with a list of suggestions. By utilising the context it would likely be possible to
find a better matching Wikipedia article from the list of suggested articles. The
context could be calculated by using the majority type of all named entities.
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If two or more named entities are of the type Movie, then it is likely that any
other named entity in the tweet is also of the type Movie. It is more di�cult to
calculate the context if there are no clear majority type among entities. Then
another solution has to be formulated. A naive solution would perhaps be to
always use the type of the first named entity in a tweet for all subsequent named
entities. The type of a named entity can be retrieved by a system that analyses
the first sentence of any given Wikipedia article. A similar system was shown
to be successful by Kazama et al [45].

The improvement suggested has not been implemented but provides a useful
suggestion for future work on how to improve the proposed system.

4.3.3 Evaluation of the preferred entity algorithm
The algorithm was evaluated by going through all the tweets that have been
found to have two or more named entities. A minimum of two named entities is
necessary in order to discern some kind of preference between them. The tweets
were tagged in accordance to if the algorithm correctly identified preference,
or if it identified wrong entities as preferred. From a total of 2,848 tweets it
was found that 810 tweets contained two or more named entities. Of these a
total of 594 tweets contained at least a keyword as identified by the system.
The algorithm requires a keyword and without one it just assumes a neutral
polarity between named entities. The tweets without keywords were not part
of the evaluation.

After labelling it was discovered that the preferred entity of tweets were cor-
rectly identified in 367 tweets. Consequently it was identified incorrectly in 227
tweets. This gives the algorithm a success rate of 61.8%. The algorithm is naive
and it always assumes that the first entity in any given tweet with aggregated
polarised (non neutral) keywords is the preferred entity. A big number of the
successfully identified tweets contains only neutral keywords. These are easily
identified by even the most basic algorithm, and thus they inflate the number
of successfully identified tweets. Nevertheless most tweets actually do have the
most preferred, or least preferred, entity in the beginning of the tweet. The al-
gorithm was less successful than it could have been due to other factors. These
factors will here be discussed.

One factor that could improve the performance of the algorithm is to allow
for more than one preferred entity in a tweet. An example sentence “A and B
is better than C” currently only identifies A as the preferred entity and identi-
fies it as better than both B and C. Similar kind of comparisons are common
and improving this aspect would make a big impact on the performance of the
algorithm.

Another weakness of the proposed system is the keywords used. Some key-
words such as like, more and less are commonly used even in non-comparative
contexts. These often caused the system to incorrectly identify the preferred
entity of a tweet. On the other hands keywords such as better, worse and other
comparative adjectives much more often successfully identifies the preferred en-
tity of a tweet. A suggestion is to have one set of keywords to find likely com-
parative tweets from Twitter and another set of keywords, mainly comparative
adjectives, for finding the preferred entity of a tweet.

Finally, a factor for improving the performance is to not identify preferred
entities in questions. A question usually does not take a stand for any specific
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entity but instead wants input from other people on what they think. If the
algorithm considered all questions as neutral it would improve the performance
of the algorithm and give a more accurate comparative relationship graph.

Future work can address these issues and likely improve upon the algorithm
given the suggestions in this section. Several suggestions for improvement is
presented in chapter 5.

4.3.4 Evaluation summary
The system evaluation section contains a discussion on the performance of the
named entity tagger, how e�ective Wikipedia is as external knowledge source
for the proposed system and the algorithm for finding the preferred entity in
a tweet. The named entity tagger has the biggest impact on the performance
of the system as the other techniques relies on the output of that part. If the
performance of the named entity tagger could be improved then the performance
of the entire system would become better.

Using Wikipedia as external knowledge source is highly reliant in the named
entity tagger producing high quality named entities. Wikipedia can to some
extent correct spelling mistakes and find the true name of an abbreviation.
However it is only successful when the mistakes are not too big and if the
abbreviation does not match any other Wikipedia article, for example CoD
(Call of Duty) matching Cod (The fish).

Finally the algorithm for deciding which entity in a tweet is considered to
be the preferred entity. This stage impacts what is shown on the screen due to
edges having di�erent shape and colour depending on if the relationship between
entities is considered polarised or neutral. A positively polarised tweet always
considers its first named entity as the preferred one while a negatively polarised
tweet always considers its first entity as the the least preferred entity. The
performance of the algorithm is moderately successful, but gives plenty of room
for improvement.

This section is very valuable for future work in this subject. Plenty of sug-
gestions for direction of future work are given and concrete research ideas are
provided. An invitation to anyone interested to continue the research is here
provided and it is recommended to study this section carefully.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future
Work

5.1 Conclusion
This paper presents the proposed system Caries; A tool for modelling compar-
ative relationships between named entities by presenting them to the user in a
comparative relationship graph. The system is a novel approach to recommen-
dation systems. It can also be used as a content discovery system as similar
entities are often compared with each other. This can be useful when trying
to find alternative products or other type of entities. It can be used by mar-
keting experts to identify the standing of a certain product in relation to other
products, and then act on this information.

While the system has several application areas, it also has some issues that
need to be resolved in order for it to be used in a commercial application.
The biggest issue is that it currently cannot run in real time. The named-entity
tagger used is not integrated and relying on Wikipedia as an external knowledge
source is too time consuming when using the API currently used. The accuracy
of the part-of-speech tagger has also proved to be low. This has a detrimental
e�ect on the whole system.

The conclusion is that the proposed system is not ready to be used in any
real-world application yet. It is however a promising system that could be built
further upon. This paper contains several suggestions for future work. If the
speed and performance of the system could be improved it could be a viable
system to be used as a recommendation system and content-discovery system.

5.2 Future work
The proposed system leaves for many directions that future work can take. The
most apparent is to increase the size of the data set used. A su�ciently large
data set should be able to create interesting comparative relationship graphs.
From these graphs it would be possible to find clusters of comparative entities.
The aspect that would be interesting to investigate is if for each cluster present
in the relationship graph it would be possible to define a common category. The
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reasoning behind this is that comparative entities are more likely to be compared
with comparative entities of the same kind such as, for example, games being
compared with other games. A bigger data set would likely find other categories
as well and would be an interesting subject for future work.

Comparing two di�erent data sets is also something that is left for future
work. The work by Li et al [67] uses Yahoo Answers question titles for their data
set. By using the same data set with the proposed system while also using a data
set of comparable size of Tweets give cause for many interesting questions. Will
there be a di�erence in accuracy in comparative entity extraction be di�erent
between the two data sets? How will the comparative relationship graph di�er
depending on the data set used. A theory is that clusters of comparative entities
that is shared between the data sets will look similar because the comparative
entities that appear will likely be similar between the two data sets and they
will also likely be compared with similar entities from the same category. This
is provided that the data set is taken from the same time period; If the data
sets are su�ciently separated in time apart then the games, for example, being
compared will likely be completely di�erent. The aspect that would be worth
investigating is if new categories appear in one comparative relationship graph
but not in the other. If that is the case then it might mean, for instance, the
user demographic of Twitter and the user demographic of Yahoo Answers is
di�erent. Creating parallels between what kind of entities are being compared
to the user demographic can warrant a research topic in its own right.

From a commercial point of view it would be interesting to investigate how
someone’s personal Twitter account could be used with the system. The tweets
would then be fetched from that user’s account. It would likely produce inter-
esting results as the entities being compared are then entities that the user’s
follower care about. Provided that the user has similar interests as the people
the person is following, it is likely that the system can produce a high quality
comparative relationship graph that is relevant to the user.

Several performance improvements could be made in future work in order to
make the system viable for a real-world application. The system in its current
form is unfortunately not very scalable. The primary reason is that the named-
entity tagger is very slow. It takes approximately one second per tweet and
if the number of tweets were to increase it would cause a very high latency
in the application. This is simply not acceptable in a real-world application.
Work should be taken in the future to find an alternative way to find named
entities. One suggestion is perhaps to train a system on comparative tweets
to find patterns that can be used to identify named entities. It might be in a
similar way to how Li et al [67] trains their system to find comparative entities
in tweets, or in some other way. This would likely require a much larger data
set than what is currently used in the proposed system.

A promising tool developed by Google called word2vec [92] o�ers exciting
possibilities for future work in this field. The tool takes a text corpus as input
and produces a word vector as output. It works by employing deep learning
techniques and it can find similarities between concepts. The tool can under-
stand that a country and its capital is related. It can also understand when
that is not the case, such as for example Madrid and Italy. A short introduction
to the tool can be found in a post at Google Open Source Blog [93]. Using
word2vec it might be possible to be able to find the context of entities in a
tweet. That might make it possible to solve the challenge where an incorrect
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Wikipedia article is picked by the proposed system to replace a named entity.
It might for example solve a situation such as ‘Battlefield is better than COD’,
where a comparison is made between the games Battlefield and Call of Duty
and not between the game Battlefield and the fish cod as the context is games.
Baroni et al showed that predictive semantic models such as word2vec perform
better than count-vector based approaches traditionally used in finding context
in texts [94]. An example of a count-vector based approach is GloVe [95].

Search results rankings need to take into consideration to rank results suc-
cessfully. One of the algorithms behind Microsoft Bing Search is known as
LambdaMart, which is based on LambdaRank, which is based on RankNet [98].
A study by Nalisnick et al together with a team from Microsoft Research studied
the improvement of document rankings through Dual Embedding Space Model
(DESM) [97]. DESM is using word2vec, which indicates that it is a very com-
mon technology for discovering context in texts. Google is using a deep learning
algorithm based on artificial intelligence known as RankBrain1. It would likely
be possible to use these techniques to improve the performance of the proposed
system. These can either be used as an alternative to, or used in conjunction
with, word2vec or other predictive semantic models. This is a study that po-
tentially could give much insight into how the algorithms used by the search
engines could solve many of the problems presented in this paper.

Interested readers are invited to continue the work started in this paper by
either choosing to pursue one of the research topics proposed in this section or
take it in a completely di�erent direction. A practical approach would be to
overcome the limitation of the system proposed in this paper to make it real-
time oriented in order to make it work in an application as a recommendation
system.

1
Unfortunately no research paper has been found that covers RankBrain in depth, but this

article gives a good overview http://searchengineland.com/faq-all-about-the-new-googl

e-rankbrain-algorithm-234440
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Appendix A

List of keywords as
proposed by Jindal et al

Table A.1: Keyword list from the work of Jindal et al

POS JJR POS RBR POS JJS POS RBS
Beat Inferior Outstrip Both
On par with Choice Choose Prefer
Recommend Outperform Superior All
Up against Less Favor Defeat
Twice Thrice Half Same
Either Compete Number one One of few
More Like Behind Similar
Identical Versus First Outdistance
Before Double Outsell Nobody
Vs Last After Improve
Equal Equivalent Together Altogether
Alternate Only Outmatch Ahead
Fraction Outdo Match Unmatched
Peerless Di�er One of few Outwit
Rival Alternate Compare Top
Exceed Lead Win Outstrip
None Near Unrivaled Dominate
Second Nonpareil Advantage Unlike
Lest Outclass Outfox Outdistance
Most As word as phrases
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Appendix B

Complete list of keywords
used by the proposed
system in this paper

The keywords found in table B.1 and table B.2 together make up the keywords
used to gather data for the proposed system. The 171 keywords found in table
B.1 is created from the 100 most frequent adjectives in contemporary English
texts, that also can create as <adjective> as phrases. The selected keywords
are then also used in their comparative and superlative forms as keywords.
The keywords are combined with selected keywords by Jindal et al to create
248 keywords that can be used to filter out tweets that are more likely to be
comparable.

Table B.1: Keywords compiled from the 100 most frequent
adjectives in contemporary English texts

As <adjective> as Comparative Superlative
As new as Newer Newest
As good as Better Best
As high as Higher Highest
As old as Older Oldest
As big as Bigger Biggest
As great as Greater Greatest
As small as Smaller Smallest
As large as Larger Largest
As di�erent as More di�erent Most di�erent
As young as Younger Youngest
As black as Blacker Blackest
As little as Less Least
As long as Longer Longest
As political as More political Most political
As important as More important Most important
As bad as Worse Worst
As social as More social Most social
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As white as Whiter Whitest
As real as More real Most real
As public as More public Most public
As sure as Surer Surest
As low as Lower Lowest
As early as Earlier Earliest
As able as More able Most able
As human as More human Most human
As local as More local Most local
As major as More major Most major
As hard as Harder Hardest
As late as Later Latest
As whole as More whole Most whole
As strong as Stronger Strongest
As free as Freer Freest
As international as More international Most international
As true as Truer Truest
As full as Fuller Fullest
As special as More special Most special
As easy as Easier Easiest
As recent as More recent Most recent
As clear as Clearer Clearest
As personal as More personal Most personal
As certain as More certain Most certain
As open as More open Most open
As red as Redder Reddest
As di�cult as More di�cult Most di�cult
As available as More available Most available
As likely as Likelier Likeliest
As current as More current Most current
As short as Shorter Shortest
As wrong as More wrong Most wrong
As significant as More significant Most significant
As private as More private Most private
As common as More common Most common
As similar as More similar Most similar
As natural as More natural Most natural
As fine as Finer Finest
As dead as More dead Most dead
As hot as Hotter Hottest

Table B.2: Keywords from the list compiled by Jindal et al

Beat Inferior Outstrip Both
On par with Choice Choose Prefer
Recommend Outperform Superior All
Up against Less Favor Defeat
Twice Thrice Half Same
Either Compete Number one One of few
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More Like Behind Similar
Identical Versus First Outdistance
Before Double Outsell Nobody
Vs Last After Improve
Equal Equivalent Together Altogether
Alternate Only Outmatch Ahead
Fraction Outdo Match Unmatched
Peerless Di�er One of few Outwit
Rival Alternate Compare Top
Exceed Lead Win Outstrip
None Near Unrivaled Dominate
Second Nonpareil Advantage Unlike
Lest Outclass Outfox Outdistance
Most
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Appendix C

Representative keywords of
selected categories

Representative entities from five di�erent categories were selected. The selected
categories are games, cars, artists, movies and phones. Games were aggregated
from the top 100 most popular games according to G4TV [65]. These are
aggregated in table C.1. Cars were selected from the biggest and most well-
known car brands in the world. These can be found in table C.2. Artists, more
specifically music artists, were selected from the artists of the top 10 singles
of each week from Billboard Hot 100 in 2013 [66]. The artists are found in
table C.3. Movies were selected from the movies that placed number one at
the weekend box o�ce for 2012 and 2013 [96] [64]. Also included were popular
movies on IMDB. The collection of movies can be found in table C.4. Phones
were selected according to popular phone brands, phone models as well as phone
carriers and they are found collected in table C.5.

Table C.1: Collection of the most popular computer games.

Grand Theft Auto Need For Speed
Defiance Remember Me
Star Wars: The Old Republic Call of Duty
Far Cry Midnight Club
Tony Hawk LEGO
Sly Cooper Halo
Borderlands Battlefield
ZombiU Forza Motorsport
The Elder Scrolls Skyrim
Assassin’s Creed Pokemon
Luigi’s Mansion Mass E�ect
Blade and Soul Diablo
Forza Resident Evil
Uncharted The Legend of Zelda
Guild Wars inFamous
Gears of War Red Dead Redemption
WWE Hitman
BioShock Mortal Kombat
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World of Warcraft Kingdoms of Amalur
PlayStation All-Stars Team Fortress
L.A. Noire Saints Row
Naruto: Ultimate Ninja Heroes God of War
Ghost Recon: Future Soldier StarCraft
Disney Epic Mickey Driver: San Francisco
Batman: Arkham City DC Universe Online
Crysis Gran Turismo
Fable The Last Of Us
The Secret World Civilization
League of Legends Command & Conquer
Age of Empires Counter Strike
Half-Life Dota
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Table C.2: Collection of the biggest and most well-known
car manufacturers.

Alfa Romeo Aston Martin Audi
Bentley BMW Bugatti
Buick Cadillac Chevrolet
Citroen Chrysler Daihatsu
DMC Dodge Ferrari
Fiat Ford Honda
Hyundai Isuzu Jaguar
Jeep Koenigsegg Kia
Lada Lamborghini Lancia
Land Rover Lexus Lincoln
Lotus Maserati Mazda
McLaren Mercedes-Benz Mini
Mitsubishi Nissan Opel
Peugeot Porsche Renault
Rolls-Royce Saab Seat
Shelby Skoda Subaru
Suzuki Tesla Toyota
Volkswagen Volvo

Table C.3: Collection of artists from top ten singles of 2013
of Billboard Hot 100

Phillip Phillips Taylor Swift Justin Bieber
Nicki Minaj Macklemore Ryan Lewis
Wanz will.i.am Britney Spears
Swedish House Mafia Justin Timberlake Jay-Z
ASAP Rocky Drake Kendrick Lamar
2 Chainz Calvin Harris Florence Welch
Pink Maroon 5 Bruno Mars
Baauer Rihanna Mikky Ekko
Lil Wayne Nate Ruess Pitbull
Imagine Dragons Ariana Grande Mac Miller
Ray Dalton Florida Georgia Line Nelly
Demi Lovato Psy Icona Pop
Charli XCX Selena Gomez Daft Punk
Pharrell Williams Robin Thicke T.I.
Miley Cyrus Anna Kendrick One Direction
Zedd Foxes Capital Cities
Katy Perry Lady Gaga Avicii
Lana Del Rey Cedric Gervais Eminem
Lorde Majid Jordan Ylvis
Christina Aguilera
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Table C.4: Collection of top box o�ce weekend movies 2012
and 2013. Also includes popular movies from IMDB.

Texas Chainsaw 3D Zero Dark Thirty
Hansel & Gretel: Witch Hunters Warm Bodies
Identity Theft A Good Day to Die Hard
Identity Thief Jack The Giant Slayer
Oz the Great and Powerful The Croods
G.I. Joe: Retaliation Evil Dead
Oblivion Pain & Gain
Iron Man 3 Star Trek Into Darkness
Fast & Furious 6 The Purge
Man of Steel Monsters University
Despicable Me 2 The Conjuring
The Wolverine 2 Guns
Elysium The Butler
Riddick Insidious: Chapter 2
Cloudy with a Chance of Meatballs 2 The Devil Inside
Contraband Underworld: Awakening
Chronicle The Vow
Safe House Act of Valor
The Lorax 21 Jump Street
The Hunger Games Think Like a Man
The Avengers Men in Black
Snow White and the Huntsman Madagascar
The Amazin Spider-Man Ice Age
The Dark Knight The Bourne Legacy
The Expendables The Possession
Resident Evil End of Watch
Hotel Transylvania Paranormal Activity
Argo Wreck-It Ralph
Skyfall The Twilight Saga
The Hobbit Pacific Rim
Star Wars Lord of the Rings
The Godfather Scarface
Scary Movie Inception
Toy Story The Social Network
Black Swan How to Train Your Dragon
Shutter Island The King’s Speech
True Grit X-men
Thor Transformers
Mission Impossible Pirates of the Caribbean
Avatar Inglorious Basters
District 9 The Hurt Locker
Zombieland Up in the Air
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Table C.5: Collection of common phone brands, models and
carriers.

Apple Iphone Samsung
Galaxy Sony Xperia
HTC HTC One HTC Desire
Android iOS Windows Phone
Nokia Lumia Nokia Asha
Blackberry Blackberry Z10 Blackberry Q10
Softbank Docomo Swift
KDDI Verizon AT&T
Sprint T-Mobile Vodafone
Sony Ericsson China Mobile TeliaSonera
Telenor Tele2
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